
In April, members of our board of directors, 
along with members of Central Gulf Coast 
Archaeological Society, assisted the City of St. 
Petersburg’s Parks and Recreation Department 
with work at Maximo Point. Shoreline erosion 
had exposed a portion of the water line pipe in 
the park. We placed two units at the entrance 
and exit locations for the direct drill water line 
installation work the city would be performing. 
Our goal was to document and identify any 
intact prehistoric and historic cultural material. 
Specifically, we wanted to see if evidence from 
Maximo Hernandez’s homestead of 1843-1848 
was still present at the site. Hernandez obtained 
ownership of the property under the Armed 

Occupation Act of 
1842 and was the 
first white settler on 
the lower Pinellas 
peninsula. We found 
from our limited 
excavation an intact 
upper midden layer 
with early historic 
artifacts, including a 
clay pipe stem, 
pieces of lead, a 
shell button, and a 
salt-glazed 
stoneware sherd. We 
also unearthed a few 
prehistoric pottery sherds and a projectile point. 
However, we ceased excavations in both units 
when we reached the intact prehistoric 
component because we did not want to disturb 
cultural material that would not be disrupted 
from the water line work. Another benefit from 
this small project was that we were able to talk 
with employees from the City of St. Petersburg’s 
Parks and Recreation Department about 
archaeology and AWIARE. The crew was very 
engaging and asked some great questions.
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BECOMING AWIARE 

The Alliance for Weedon Island Archaeological Research and Education is a 
501(c)(3) non-profit organization that has as its goals to promote and facilitate 
long-term archaeological research, scientific exploration and public education at 
the Weedon Island Preserve and the adjacent gulf coast regions.  Our Officers 
and Advisory Board include professional archaeologists and interested lay 
persons. 

If you are interested in making a donation, please visit us at: www.awiare.org or 
click HERE.     Email: awiare1@gmail.com   
1500 Weedon Drive NE, St. Petersburg, FL 33702

FALL 2019

MAXIMO POINT EXCAVATION

AWIARE/LEVETT GRANT RECIPIENT STUDIES TAMPA 
BAY POTTERY PRODUCTION

University of Florida Ph.D. student, Trevor Duke, is analyzing pottery from the Tierra Verde 
mound (8PI51) in the Lyman Warren Collection curated at AWIARE.  This research is being 
funded in part by an AWIARE/Levett Foundation Grant.  According to Trevor, “Tierra Verde’s 
assemblage is unparalleled for a site in this region for its diversity in style, form, and surface 
treatment. My preliminary technological analyses of Weeden Island and Safety Harbor sherds 
housed at the AWIARE research lab indicates that a variety of potters of differing skill levels 
made mortuary pottery in and around Tampa Bay.”  Pottery samples from Tierra Verde and the 
Safford Mound (8PI3) in Tarpon Springs are being prepared for petrographic analysis and 
Laser Ablation-Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry. These analyses allow 

archaeologists to assess the mineral and elemental 
content of clays used to make pottery, which 
ultimately can highlight pottery production hotspots 
in both Tampa Bay and across the Southeast. The 
most recent phase of Trevor’s project has involved 
the extraction of charred residue from potsherds for 
radiocarbon dating. Obtaining dates from sampled 
sites will help to identify the timing of specific 
changes in pottery production practices in the 
Tampa Bay region, which is paramount for 
understanding the development of social networks.  
Check the next newsletter for more updates!

Trevor Duke analyzes pottery from Tierra 
Verde mound (8PI51).

Elizabeth Southard 
excavating Maximo Point.

Left: Shell Button; Right: Clay Pipe Stem
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JUNIOR ARCHAEOLOGY CAMP 2019

AWIARE, in cooperation with the Levett Foundation, is again making available up to $10,000 in grant funds to provide 
assistance to college or university students conducting archaeological, historical, and paleoenvironmental research in 
the greater Tampa Bay region of Florida.  Research related to the Weeden Island culture and period is encouraged but 
not required.  

Types of projects that will be considered include field research, laboratory analyses, collections research, and 
documents research.  Priority will be given to applicants whose proposals include 1) field research at Weedon Island 
Preserve; 2) research using artifact, faunal, or documents collections at AWIARE; 3) field research at sites in the greater 
Tampa Bay area (Pinellas, Hillsborough, Manatee counties); 4) research using Tampa Bay area collections held 
elsewhere (e.g., Florida Museum of Natural History, Bureau of Archaeological Research, Smithsonian, universities, local 
museums, private collections).  

Individuals interested in applying must be currently enrolled in a university or college. The deadline for applying for the 
2020 grant is December 31, 2019.  Individuals interested in submitting a proposal should contact Dr. Robert Austin, 
AWIARE, 1500 Weedon Drive NE, St. Petersburg, FL 33702 or by email: awiare1@gmail.com for application 
guidelines.                     

BOARD MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

AWIARE / FRIENDS OF WEEDON ISLAND GRANT

AWIARE / LEVETT FOUNDATION GRANT

Another crew of junior archaeologists participated in the 2019 Junior Archaeology 
Camp co-sponsored by AWIARE and the Florida Public Archaeology Network 

(FPAN).  This year’s camp at Weedon Island 
Preserve hosted 19 campers who took part in 
classroom activities, hikes, and archaeological 
excavation, earning their Tommy the Tortoise 
badge.  Three campers were able to attend by 
way of scholarships, one of which was 
donated by the Friends of Weedon Island.

The Friends of Weedon Island (FOWI) have contributed $2000 to AWIARE for undergraduate student grants in 2020.  
Projects must focus on the prehistory, history, or paleoenvironment of the Tampa Bay region.  Grant funds may be used 
to cover the costs associated with fieldwork, special analyses (e.g., radiocarbon dates, faunal or botanical analyses, soils 
analysis, etc.), collections research, documents research, travel expenses associated with research projects, and travel 
expenses associated with presenting a paper based on the student's research at a professional meeting.  For more 
information on how to apply, submit inquiries to Dr. Robert Austin, AWIARE/FOWI Student Grant, AWIARE, 1500 Weedon 
Drive NE, St. Petersburg, FL 33702 or email to awiare1@gmail.com. The deadline for applications is December 31, 2019.

SHEILA K. STEWART 

Sheila Stewart, M.A., RPA is a founding board member of AWIARE and the Florida 
Public Archaeology Network (FPAN) with a lifelong love of archaeology, beginning 
when she first saw photographs of pottery unearthed by Kathleen Kenyon’s 
excavations in Jericho.  She continued to be drawn by this “lure of the ancients” as a 
teenager when she climbed the Safety Harbor Mound in Phillippe Park and imagined 
the lives of Florida’s First Peoples.  This led her to interview an amateur archaeologist 
who, during the 1920s participated in the Smithsonian’s excavation at Weedon Island.  
He inspired her to become active in the Suncoast Archaeological Society in Pinellas 
County where she grew up.  As a teacher, she later developed and taught a course in 
anthropology, archaeology and culture for Pinellas County Schools’ Gifted Program. 
Eventually, she and her husband joined a summer excavation team in Israel with 
USF’s Excavations at Sepphoris, Israel, where her passion for archaeology was re-
ignited. As a result of their experiences, she pursued a graduate degree in 
anthropology and archaeology.  


Sheila is a member of the Central Gulf Coast Archaeological 
Society; is a past President of the Florida Anthropological 
Society and FAS Committee Chair for Florida Archaeology 
Month; and is a Fellow of USF St. Petersburg’s Florida Studies 
Program. Her interests include public archaeology, cultural 
resource management and museum methods. Sheila’s passion 
lies in designing and implementing programs which inspire 
groups to learn about the past through archaeology. Her 
experiences include acting as a consultant and a curator for the 
St. Petersburg Museum of History, and as a founding manager 
for the Weedon Island Cultural and Natural History Center. 
Currently, she teaches archaeology and ancient literature in the 
Pinellas County Schools’ Gifted Studies Magnet Program.

FALL SPEAKER SERIES

September 19: Ethnoarchaeology of Ancient Fishing Practices: Insights from the Florida Gulf Coast

	 	 	 Ginessa J. Mahar, Ph.D., George A. Smathers Libraries, University of Florida

October 17: Adventures in Downtown Tampa Archaeology – The Lost Fort Brooke Cemetery and 100-Year-Old 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 Love Letters to the Steamer Gopher, Eric Prendergast, M.A., RPA, Cardno 

November 21: Jesse Halligan, Ph.D., Florida State University - Topic To Be Announced 

December 19: Digital Storytelling and the Past, Present and Future of Egmont Key, 

	 	 	 Laura Harrison, Ph.D., University of South Florida
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The Safety Harbor site (8PI2), located within Pinellas County’s Philippe Park, is one of Tampa Bay’s most iconic archaeological sites. The site is widely recognized as the probable location of the native town of 
Tocobaga, where Spanish Governor Pedro Menéndez de Avilés established a short-lived mission-fort in the 1560s. It later became the location for the planation owned by one of the area’s most legendary settlers, 
“Count” Odet Philippe. Philippe is said to have been a childhood friend of Napoleon, the first European settler of Pinellas County, the first to cultivate citrus in Florida, and the first to 
introduce cigar rolling to Tampa Bay; generally omitted from such tall tales are his likely Afro-Caribbean heritage, reputation as a maritime smuggler, and the fact that he owned enslaved 
Africans.


In 1948, Pinellas County purchased the property from Philippe’s heirs for the creation of its first public park. Visitors to the park today can walk a 
paved path to the top of Safety Harbor platform mound for a sweeping view of the bay; this is presumably the “the highest and most prominent 
place” described in historical accounts as the location of the chief’s house, where Tocobaga met with the Spanish Governor in 1567. The mound’s 
summit is a good place from which to imagine the village of Tocobaga, although envisioning the historic landscape is a challenge to even the most 
informed observer given the changes that have taken place to the site over the intervening 500 years. One side of the mound has been terraced 
and landscaped in an effort to stabilize damage wrought by hurricanes, including one in 1848 that reportedly reduced the mound’s size by one-
third. The presumed plaza at the foot of the mound has been paved for a parking lot. A picnic shelter has been built on one arm of the village. 
Farther in the distance, another picnic shelter and a playground now occupy the area where a burial mound formerly stood.


Despite the historical importance of the native town of Tocobaga and Philippe’s plantation, the Safety Harbor site has been minimally investigated, 
and rarely using modern archaeological methods. Matthew Stirling of the Smithsonian Institution excavated the burial mound in the 1930s, 
resulting in the recovery of hundreds of human burials. However, the methods were coarse and the results were scantly reported. The first 
modern-era professional investigation of the Safety Harbor site was conducted by John Griffin and Ripley Bullen in 1948; they excavated a test 
trench in the platform mound and several additional trenches in the village. Several groups of avocational archaeologists conducted 
investigations at the Safety Harbor site in the late 1960s, but unfortunately the results of this work were never adequately reported and most of 

the artifacts and documentation appear to have been lost. In 2012, Phyllis Kolianos and AWIARE conducted salvage excavations of ground disturbance resulting from a fallen tree on the slope of the platform mound. 


In 2019, the Department of Anthropology at USF began the first intensive and professional archaeological investigations of the Safety Harbor site in more than 70 years. Recognizing the importance of the site and its 
protected status (it has been recognized as a National Historic Landmark since the 1960s), the investigations were carefully planned to be minimally invasive. Geophysical surveys (including ground-penetrating radar, 
gradiometry, and electrical resistivity) provide a glimpse of what lies buried beneath the surface, including everything from buried shell middens associated with the village of Tocobaga to utility lines associated with the 
development of the park. Small systematic excavations (50-cm square shovel tests and 1-x-1-m test units) spaced throughout the site helped to ‘ground-truth’ the geophysical data and produced samples of artifacts, 
including: copious quantities of shell, pottery, and stone tools associated with Tocobaga; pipe fragments, pottery, nails, and bricks associated with the later settlement by Philippe, his family, and the enslaved people 
that worked the plantation; and coins and other modern artifacts associated with modern-era park goers. At each test pit, student excavation crews screened the soils through fine 1/8-inch mesh and took particular 
care to record and collect the smallest of artifacts, animal bones, and identifiable shell fragments for analysis.


Although laboratory analyses are ongoing, some preliminary results can be reported. GPR survey and coring of the platform 
mound suggest that it was built in several construction stages, including one comprised of greenish-grey clay and others of 
shell. Despite disturbances from later occupations and modern park infrastructure, significant portions of Tocobaga village 
remain well preserved; shell midden stratigraphy and radiocarbon dating suggest two major occupation episodes during the 
Mississippian period. The diligent work of fieldschool students at the fine-mesh screens during excavation is paying off, and 
there are early signs of temporal and spatial changes in the presence and relative frequencies of marine shell species in midden 
deposits. Finally, the distributions of nineteenth-century artifacts seem to conform to the locations of structures depicted on 
historic maps, and probably indicate the former locations of the houses of Philippe and his enslaved workers.  


The results and interpretations from these recent USF investigations at Safety Harbor site will be summarized in a technical 
report in hopes will be used by the Pinellas County Parks and Conservation Resources Department to better manage this 
important historic site. However, we think the history of the site is compelling enough to warrant a number of other publications, 
perhaps including a book. In addition, we hope to use the findings to improve the public interpretation of the site through online 
media, community outreach, and enhancements to interpretive aids at the park. 


Tom Pluckhahn and Kendal Jackson 

REMEMBERING TOCOBAGA: RECENT ARCHAEOLOGY 
AT THE SAFETY HARBOR SITE

Former location of 
burial mound 

(now a picnic shelter)

Platform mound excavations 
1948 by Griffen and Bullen.

Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) survey 
near Mound A.


